
FB3000 Remote Terminal Unit
Achieve real-time visibility across your operation to increase 
production, reduce lease operating expenses and ensure safety. 

Digitally Transform Your Oil and Gas 
Production Operation



Take a More Agile Approach to Position Your 
Operation for Success Long Term

Chances are high that aging assets and multiple technology platforms are negatively 
impacting profitability and cash flow. Your long term success depends on a forward-
looking automation strategy that includes scalable, intuitive technologies to ensure you 
optimize operations while empowering your staff to work more efficiently than ever 
before. Start your journey to Top Quartile performance by digitally transforming your 
operation with an agile measurement and control platform that streamlines complex 
processes and mitigates issues with measurement uncertainty, downtime and safety. 

What if you could digitally transform your operation to optimize production while 
minimizing costs and ensuring productivity goals are met?

The Opportunity for Operators

Sources: Lower 48 US liquids-weighted LOE Benchmarks, EnerCom, OSHA, 
EPA FLIGHT, Company Reports and Emerson Customer Business Results 

Production

8% higher 
cumulative production

Cost

40% lower
lease operating expenses (LOE)

Safety

½ recordable
incident rates
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A Secure, Enterprise Wide Automation 
Strategy Leads to Top Quartile Performance 

Establishing a secure, standardized automation infrastructure for sharing diagnostics and analytics 
enterprise wide will drive continuous operational improvements from day one and well into the future, 
ensuring Top Quartile performance long term. Producers that are adopting Industrial Internet of Things 
(IIoT) practices as the basis of their automation strategy are capitalizing on real-time visibility of wells 
across the operation to improve decision making and optimize production. With critical data securely 
transmitted from the field to the cloud, producers are now able to quickly gain insight into remote assets, 
including trend analysis to enhance well management and improve maintenance practices.    

Implement Change Management  
Transitioning from long-standing practices to a new way of doing business requires the right strategy. 
Producers that are changing to a new business model are adopting IIoT strategies that are not only 
scalable but intuitive to facilitate change management. For instance, replacing manual or task-oriented 
processes with automation reduces the amount of time required to complete the task as well as 
eliminates mistakes that can occur due to human error or lack of oversight.  

Empower Your Staff with Emerson’s Agile FB3000 RTU

Leverage your existing sensors and communication infrastructure while bringing real-time information 
management capabilities into your operation with Emerson’s FB3000 RTU. This powerful, IIoT-
ready controller incorporates the hardware, software and applications necessary to drive Digital 
Transformation within your operation. This future-forward automation technology offers industry-
leading configurability and programmability in one easy-to-use controller. In addition to superior 
functionality, the FB3000 RTU is scalable, allowing your operation to adopt an IIoT strategy that will 
evolve with your changing site requirements.   
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Digitally Transform Your 
Operation with Emerson’s 
IIoT-ready FB3000 RTU

Secure

Ensure your operation’s risk mitigation strategy 
is complete by protecting your system and 
maintaining the integrity of your data. The FB3000 
RTU enables your operation to maintain a more 
secure infrastructure by prohibiting unauthorized 
users from accessing your system. Additional built-
in features ensure the authenticity of your data to 
help with proving compliance while extensive data 
logging helps minimize disputes and improves 
customer satisfaction. 

Programmable Control 

Get as much control as you need to fulfi ll your unique 
site requirements with the FB3000 RTU. With our 
intuitive FBxDesigner software, users have the 
fl exibility to customize the complexity of logic and 
control with our complete suite of powerful, built-
in IEC 61131 programs. Your staff will quickly gain 
expertise and move beyond basic confi guration into 
programming to ensure the control requirements align 
with your site needs.  

Measurement Accuracy

API, AGA and ISO compliant calculations ensure 
accurate, reliable measurement of oil and gas fl uids. In 
addition, separate communication channels allow for 
real-time system diagnostics that are verifi ed.

Highly Scalable

From a single measurement point or meter run to 
your largest wellpad, the FB3000 RTU can easily be 
confi gured to meet your needs. Seamlessly integrate 
this scalable, performance-driven technology into 
your operation to meet current requirements while 
capitalizing on the expandability to fulfi ll more 
complex measurement and control needs in the future.

IIoT Edge Capable

Use our FBxEdge™ Gateway to perform analytics. 
Your operation can more easily monitor and 
better manage the type and amount of data being 
sent to your remote SCADA system to reduce the 
amount of raw data on your network.

Centrally Manage

FBxLicense Manager™ eliminates the need for 
easily misplaced dongles or physical licenses 
while FBxCloud™ ensures cloud-based backups 
of confi gurations to simplify ongoing use. 

Mobile
Connectivity

DNP3
Modbus

On-Premise SCADA

Optimize

Edge Gateway

FBxEdge™

FBxLicense Manager™

Optimize

FBxCloud™

MQTT

 FBxConnect™

 FBxVue™

 FBxDesigner™

Configuration and 
Management Applications

ProductionManager Edge™ Apps
 Equipment Manager
 Well Optimization
 Well Test

FBxWifi™

Mobile
Connectivity

FB3000 RTU
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Solidify Your IIoT Strategy with Our Scalable, 
Future-forward FB3000 RTU

Emerson’s IIoT-ready FB3000 RTU is designed to help put your operation in control of the 
ongoing technology evolution in oil and gas. Seamlessly integrate this scalable, performance-
driven controller to meet current requirements while capitalizing on the flexibility to easily scale 
it to fulfill more complex measurement and control needs in the future. Simplified configuration 
and intuitive programming will help your operation expedite deployment while secure, built-
in calculations will make it easier than ever to comply, monitor and prove compliance with 
fiscal measurement standards. Cloud-enabled functionality for licensing, maintenance and 
application specific requirements will heighten productivity, allowing you to achieve more 
with fewer resources while reducing costs. Digitally transform your measurement operation to 
successfully drive operational efficiencies, maintain safety standards, improve cost control and 
protect your data. 

With technology that is easy to set up, deploy and maintain, your staff will spend less 
time in the field, resulting in greater productivity and fewer safety incidents. 

Achieve Your Business Objectives 
by Investing Wisely 
Maximizing production throughout your well’s 
lifecycle requires real-time analytics. The FB3000 RTU 
platform combines Edge applications with cloud-based 
functionality to deliver the data necessary to help you 
meet challenging production and LOE targets. 

Production Optimization  u p9 

Deploy Agile Technology that 
Adapts to Your Needs
The one constant in upstream is change, and staying 
ahead of it will protect your operation from incurring 
unnecessary expenses. The agile FB3000 RTU 
allows you to scale up with confidence and offers as 
much control as you need to fulfill your operational 
requirements today and in the future.  

Flexibility without Complexity  u p11 

Empower Your Staff to Drive 
Results
Improve the effectiveness of your workforce by providing 
a more intuitive user experience. The FB3000 RTU offers 
guided setup tools to expedite deployment and can 
improve maintenance practices by delivering diagnostics 
via the cloud. 

Productivity  u p13 

Establish a Secure, Standards-
Based Platform for the Long Run
Ensuring a future-proof automation roadmap requires 
secure yet flexible communications. The FB3000 RTU 
offers secure, open communications that enable access 
via the cloud to visualization analytics on the Edge, 
connected services and much more.   

Safety & Security  u p15
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Reduce Deferred Production and Increase Uptime 

Meet Production and LOE Targets 

Achieve Your Business Objectives by Investing Wisely 

Meeting production and LOE targets while keeping measurement uncertainty to a minimum 
requires stable, reliable technology that delivers easy access to data and diagnostics in real 
time. Emerson’s FB3000 RTU is designed to ensure your operation achieves its full potential by 
providing accurate, reliable performance while reducing complexity. In fact, the agile FB3000 RTU 
can be confi gured to meet your specifi c architecture, information, operation, automation and 
measurement needs. 

Gain Greater Visibility to Increase Safety 

SIS

ENG HMI

API and AGA compliant calculations 
adjust for operating conditions to give 
reliable and accurate measurement of 
oil and gas fluids.

Rugged electronics for field applications 
feature our new personality termination 
modules that provide a cost-effective, 
safe, hot-swappable design to expedite 
board replacements.

With increased access to real-time 
diagnostics in a secure environment, 
field technicians can plan and prioritize 
maintenance and emergency schedules 
more effectively. 

Optional control capabilities easily enable 
enhanced oil recovery through gas 
injection to boost production.

Flexible redundancy solutions (within a 
chassis or chassis-to-chassis) allow for cost 
effective options to increase uptime in 
harsh, remote environments.

Interconnectivity to other Emerson 
controllers will allow Safety Instrumented 
Systems (SIS) capability to be incorporated 
into your wellhead automation strategy.

Industry-proven ProductionManager Edge™ 
applications can help manage bottom hole 
pressure to increase well production.

Built into the heart of the design, a 
separate bus allows for real-time system 
diagnostics which are isolated from 
general system operations.

FBxCloud provides a cloud-based backup 
– or Digital Twin – of configurations to 
facilitate management of all devices 
across your entire operation. 
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Comprehensive firmware contains all 
required calculations and engineering units 
with algorithms independently verified by 
NMi for AGA, GPA, ISO and GERG. 

Improve quality with the highly scalable 
FB3000 RTU that ensures producers 
can employ consistent practices across 
multiple assets regardless of size. 

Firmware-based PIDs provide dual loop 
control with switchover logic while Effects, 
Math and Action Blocks offer simple 
programming functionality.

Fully-configurable hardware, including 
I/O and communication ports, allows site 
needs to be met much more efficiently. 

Scalability allows users to efficiently 
meet the needs of a single measurement 
point to the largest wellpad, with simple 
redundancy options for peace of mind.

ProductionManager Edge Applications 
eliminate tedious configuration of 
application-specific requirements to 
minimize time in the field. 

Configurable tools, pre-engineered Edge 
Applications and IEC 61131-3-compliant 
FBxDesigner™ allow for process dexterity–
mix all to achieve automation freedom. 

Distributed modular or centralized 
redundant automation architectures offer 
scalable design options for automating 
measurement from one to hundreds of 
wells. 

Customize logic and control to fulfill 
unique site needs with our optional 
FBxDesigner software that provides access 
to our complete suite of powerful yet 
flexible IEC 61131 programs. 

FBxDesigner™

Configure Based on Your Requirements 

Scale Up with Confidence 

Get as Much Control as You Need 

Deploy Agile Technology that Adapts to Your Needs

Evolving operational complexities require an agile technology platform that will adapt with your 
operation as needed. The FB3000 RTU fulfi lls a range of measurement and/or control requirements 
– from small to large and simple to complex. Easily increase capacity as needed without adding 
complexity with this scalable, IIoT-ready device that offers as much control as needed. 
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Settings

Role 1 Role 2

Automating con�guration...

Setup

Upskill Your Workforce 

Achieve Customization without Complexity

Automate Routine Tasks

Empower Your Staff to Drive Results

Improve the effectiveness of your workforce by providing a more intuitive user experience. The 
FB3000 RTU offers guided setup tools, allowing users of all skill levels to achieve customized 
measurement and/or control using step-by-step confi guration and simplifi ed programming options. 
Plus, diagnostics provide users with greater insight to maximize uptime while cloud computing 
capabilities will improve maintenance practices to reduce costs and improve productivity.    

A structured tool set reduces the time 
required to configure and/or program 
devices as well as minimizes the likelihood of 
errors and the amount of training needed. 

Design your own displays using our 
optional FBxVue software that allows 
users to copy standard displays in 
FBxConnect or to create custom displays 
in FBxDesigner. 

Electronic cloud-based licensing enables 
quicker deployment while an online record 
ensures no issues with lost or damaged 
dongles and chips.

Field technicians can plan and prioritize 
maintenance and emergency schedules more 
effectively with increased access to real-time 
information in a secure environment.

Robust user authentication and role-based 
security with access by responsibility help 
keep data safe and secure.

FBxConnect offers a common tool for 
both flow computers and RTUs, ensuring 
that field technicians can interface with all 
of our next-generation equipment.

The system keeps reports secure and 
users can easily compare the running 
configuration with the ‘as left’ version to 
rapidly pinpoint differences.

Users can rapidly set up alarms by 
selecting the value of your choice or by 
customizing based on requirements (i.e., 
alarm on density, gas composition, etc.).

Prioritize your work through a cloud-
based, one-stop shop for all your devices, 
clearly showing which ones are operating 
outside the expected envelope.
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Cloud access to field-based data allows 
real-time analysis of site conditions to 
optimize the production process.

Open-standard DNP3 and OPC 
UA protocols offer authenticated 
communication between the client and 
server that is reliable, flexible and secure. 

Aggregate all the necessary metrics in 
the cloud to quickly find the needle in 
the haystack.

IIoT and cloud capabilities facilitate the 
management of your fleet of devices 
through bulk operations.

Role-based user profiles allow selectable 
access to the FB3000 RTU for flexible 
field security.

Keep your staff off tanks and out of 
hazardous areas with secure remote access 
to monitor, collect data and configure. 

Our products are IIoT-enabled to ensure 
your staff can utilize modern and familiar 
technologies to maximize productivity.

Prevention and detection of unauthorized
access protects your measurement and
control as well as diagnostic data.

Leverage the flexibility of cloud and mobile 
technologies to ensure your staff is always 
up-to-date — no matter where they are.

HAZARDOUS
AREA

Maintain a Secure Environment 

Increase Efficiencies with a Secure Cloud Strategy 

Gain Greater Visibility across Your Operation 

Establish a Secure Standards-based Platform 

Ensuring a future-proof automation roadmap requires secure yet flexible communications. The 
FB3000 RTU enables your operation to maintain a more secure infrastructure with authenticated 
communication and controlled user access. In addition, secure, open communications enable access 
via the cloud to visualization analytics on the Edge, connected services and much more.   
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Zedi Cloud SCADA

FBxLicense
   Manager™

ControlWave™ Micro
Hybrid RTU/PLC

FB3000 Remote 
Terminal Unit

FloBoss™ 107 Flow Manager

FloBoss™ 107 
Flow Manager

FB3000 Remote Terminal Unit

FB3000 Remote Terminal Unit

FB3000 Remote Terminal Unit

FB1000-Series
Flow Computer

ROC800L-Series Remote 
Operations Controller

FB3000 Remote Terminal Unit

ROC800-Series Remote
Operations Controller

ROC827 Remote
Operations Controller

SCADA

FB2000-Series Flow Computer

ROC800-Series Remote
Operations Controller

FB3000 Remote 

ROC800-Series Remote
FB3000 Remote Terminal UnitFB3000 Remote Terminal Unit

ProductionManager Edge™ Apps
 Equipment Module
 Well Optimization
 Well Test

Evolving your operation within today’s changing technology landscape is simplifi ed with our scalable 
FB3000 RTU. You can continue leveraging your existing Emerson technologies — including ROC800-Series, 
ControlWave™ and/or FloBoss™ models — while introducing our latest FB3000 RTU for measurement and 
control to better manage capital expenses. During adoption, capitalize on the superior fl exibility of our 
FB3000 RTU that spans from simple measurement of a few meter runs to customized logic and control of 
the largest multi-wellpads and more. In addition, your staff can quickly gain expertise by moving beyond 
basic confi guration into programming using our intuitive software suite. After commissioning, your staff 
can connect remotely using our secure, cloud-based environment for data transfer and sharing. Empower 
your staff to drive greater value while optimizing production with our FB3000 RTU.

The Journey to Digital Transformation 
with Emerson’s Scalable FB3000 RTU
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Digitally transform your production operation by 
establishing a secure infrastructure that leverages 
best-in-class, scalable IIoT-ready technologies.

Emerson’s latest flow computer and RTU technology platform 
will help your operation meet production targets, minimize 
lease operating expenses, and keep your data safe and secure.
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